
INFILTRATING PEER PRESSURE 
WITH COUNTER CULTURE
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DEMO:GRAPHIX
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY CHRIS TREBORN 

We start off with an 
introduction to the #DGF 
project. Chris Treborn 
explains the process behind 
creating the music and how he 
chose his lyrical subject 
matter.



DEMOGRAPHFIX

• The statistical data of a 
population, especially those 
showing average age, income, 
education, etc.

• A demonstration

• A recording of a new song or 
of one performed by an 
unknown singer or singing 
group, distributed to disc 
jockeys, recording companies, 
etc., to demonstrate the merits 
of the song or performer.

• A diagram representing a 
system of connections or 
interrelations among two or 
more things by a number of 
distinctive dots, lines, bars, etc.

• To repair; mend.

• To put in order or in good 
condition; adjust or arrange.

#DGF
∏

Choosing the demographic and target audience for Chris Treborn’s next project 
was an easy task.

Chris Treborn has performed for a few Middle Schools in 2012 and has found that 
the attention span of pre-teens varies from 6th – 8th graders. In fact, their entire 
attitude and swagger varies greatly among 11, 12, and 13 year olds. So how can you 
approach them with music and have them all listen and relate. The mission to reach 
the pre-teen demographic can be daunting. But that was a challenge Chris Treborn 
was up for. He knew he had an opportunity to grow and potentially speak the 
middle schooler’s language.

†

And now the creative process…

First off, Chris Treborn chose instrumentals that were appropriate for the youth he 
intended to reach. The genres of beats vary from Hip-Hop, to Dance, Electronica, 
Dub-Step, and even some Pop and R&B. After which, he narrowed it down to 15 
ear-pleasing songs. Second, the writing process. Chris Treborn listened to the 
instrumentals thoroughly and chose a few songs which he knew would sound 
perfect with a featured emcee. Next, he sent out the beats for other rappers to write 
to while he writes to his solo tracks. Between writing lyrics, Chris Treborn records 
a new song each week. The plan is to write and record until all 15 songs are 
complete. After all is said and done, Chris Treborn will go back in and ensure each 
song sounds good in quality by mixing and mastering.
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The Process...
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MISSION FEELED
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY CHRIS TREBORN 

The mission field is a mission 
felt. What does it take to 
‘infiltrate peer pressure with 
counter culture’?



I'm Chris Treborn I'm gonna pray for them

They gotta stay warm let's protect them from harm

The mission field you know the deal

You know it's real it's real in the feel

So how do you deal with cards that were dealed

I mean dealt they all wanna be felt

Even the jokers are begging for aces

All my queens where you at Jacks got your backs & faces

From all the races all my tribes and all my kings

You know who brings peace? The king of kings

This is why we dance. This is why we sing

Everything else don't mean a thing

It's all vein like chasing puddles in the rain

Lets get to the hopping like Kangols

Yay go! Son on my back I'm chasing rainbows 

No matter what we face the storm will pass

It will not last but we gotta fast

The endless and relentless zephyr 

The never ending endeavor 
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They think we're dead surround us with vultures

Lets infiltrate peer pressure with counter culture

Oh I thought we told ya

Daddy sent his son as a soldier

Now he's the poster

Child no he's not wild but boy got style

He taught us how to smile

Through the longest mile

So after awhile. Crocodile

Your tears will be gone see ya later

Alligator. All our haters. All debaters

This is for the naysayers. 

Turn them into believers by how we live as receivers 

Don't leave it to beavers leave it to Jesus

He's got the broken pieces 

watch him build in this recess

He's been gone preparing

So prepare to be blessed

In the spirit

In the resurrected flesh

You know what's next

Know what to expect

Before you take breath

Lets all escape death

In this mission field

You might get killed

Still we go in 

In for the kill

This who I am

For the sacrificed lamb

Can't be stupid dumb

Can't follow the some

Might fall to our doom

Like tic toc boom

Save my soul

Make me whole

Heart break I'm heart broken

The surgery was open

Now more than I'm hoping
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I've been chosen

Straight To the point then 

Make an appointment 

We were bipolar

Split mentality

In actuality

We were the casualties

In our reality

Send the summer knight

To fight for our right

You just got to

Get back up too

This is our moment

No longer can we hold it

Lets just hold longevity

With anchormen integrity
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∏
I AM

WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY G MONEY BABY 

Who are we? Aren’t we our 
parents’ children? If that is 
the case, our identity can be 
found in our Father. I am who 
I am. 



You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

Clap your hands Clap your hands

This is where I stand

I know who I am 

I know where I stand 

This is who I am

This is where I stand

I know who I am 

I know where I stand 

This is who I am

I am just a man. A man without a plan

A man without land. So where did I land

I once had a plan to do all I can

But God had a plan he became my fan
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In him I took a stand because he guides my steps

I followed his path and he helped me take breaths

More than just reps more than just steps

I was left impressed with more than life and death

So what could be left. So what could I expect

When I fell to the ground. He carried me to the next

Road to be traveled. Through the rocks and gravel

When I stubbed my toe. He knew I could handle

Anything I faced with him by my side

He became my friend. He became my guide

I swallowed my pride and put myself aside

I gave him the wheel and enjoyed the ride

I knew I could trust in someone other than me

I could be a branch apart of this tree

I could be apart of more than history

That was the day. I became free

Free from the trap

Free from the grave

No longer a slave

Because his glory reigns

Couldn't serve two masters

So I only serve one

The father and the son

Allow his will to be done

Say I'm free from the trap

I'm free from the trap

Say I'm free from the grave

I'm free from the grave

You can't serve two masters

Serve two masters

So lets only serve one

The father and son

You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

You can clap you can clap you can clap your hands

Clap your hands Clap your hands
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This is where I stand

I know who I am 

I know where I stand 

This is who I am

This is where I stand

I know who I am 

I know where I stand 

This is who I am

I am a man. But I'm more than a man

I try my very best. I'll do more than I can

Its no longer my plan because he knows who I am

I found identity in the great I am

You can ask sam you can ask my mother

You can ask my lover or ask my brother

They know who I am. I know who I am

Do you know who I am. I am who I am 

Free from the trap

Free from the grave

No longer a slave

Because his glory reigns

Couldn't serve two masters

So I only serve one

The father and the son

Allow his will to be done

Say I'm free from the trap

I'm free from the trap

Say I'm free from the grave

I'm free from the grave

You can't serve two masters

Serve two masters

So lets only serve one

The father and son
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I Thank my father. That I am his son

We already won. We have overcome

He gave me identity. He gave me purpose

Without him and his love. My life is worthless

To him I was purchased. I was made perfect

In his image I have grace. I was made worth it

You too are purchased. You too are perfect

Your identity is in grace because you're worth it!
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WHO AM I IN CHRIST?

• I am a child of God; God is 
spiritually my Father.      
Romans 8:14,15, Galatians 
3:26, John 1:12

• I am a new creation in Christ; 
old things have passed away 
and all things have become 
new. 2 Corinthians 5:17

• I am in Christ. 
Galatians 3:26,28

• I am reconciled to God and am 
an ambassador of 
reconciliation for Him.  
2 Corinthians 5:18-19

• I am a saint.  
Ephesians 1:1, 1 Corinthians 
1:2, Philippians 1:1

• I am God's workmanship, 
created in Christ for good 
works. Ephesians 2:10

• I am a citizen of heaven. 
Ephesians 2:19, Philippians 
3:20

I AM?
∏

John refers to himself as the one whom Jesus loved at least five times in his gospel. 
While that may seem a little prideful at first, it may just be John's way of 
expressing his identity. Notice he does not say he was the "only" disciple Jesus 
loved. 

John could have identified himself as an apostle, a member of Jesus' inner circle, 
the writer of a gospel, or many other titles that would have brought him more 
acclaim, but he chose instead to label himself the "one whom Jesus loved." Is it 
possible he chose that label because it was most precious to him? 

Like John, if you are a follower of Jesus, you are "the one whom Jesus loves." That 
is your identity, too. When you are worried that the people in your life do not 
appreciate or recognize all the things you do, remember that your ultimate identity 
rests in the love of the Savior who gave His life as an act of love for you. 

Be secure in the truth that you are also "the one Jesus loves."

	
 	
 	
 Our identity is in Christ! Find out more @ http://j.mp/iaminchrist
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Identity...
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∏
MOVE ON

WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY SONNY BOY BEATS

Haters are always made and 
they hate. I guess we better 
get used to it right? 
Especially as believers. As 
followers of Jesus, we will be 
persecuted for what we believe 
in and for the God we worship. 
Anyone who belongs to Christ 
Jesus and wants to live right 
will have trouble from others.

2 Timothy 3:12



Haters mad so they hate when players game on and play

You can try to deflate we gone win any way

You can cheat at this game players play on and play

You can be mad and hate we gone win any way

Y'all gonna lose and then say its just the haters that hate

Still we will win the day to win we must play

If you got game you got game In not then you're lame

You can stay and be the same You can put shame to the 
name

Or put the name to shame I'd rather change for a change

All my nickels and dimes know they got range

Peer pressure is strange it'll bang like a gang

I'm not rapping to rap so don't be singing to sang 

I remember the day when I had a young face

And all my friends had something for me to embrace

But to avoid the mistakes I had to wear my game face

No need for playing games I'm a player no way

04.
∏
HATERS
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No way I could say I could do it without a teammate

I need you on my team and I need you to stay

Yes I will wait for you to know fate

Just open the gate we'll be on our way

Haters go and mean mug tripping just like a thug 

But we ain't gonna bug nor will we budge

So go drop you grudge you know I won't judge

I guess your jealous a smidgen or is it just a smudge
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∏
STUPIDUMB

WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY JEEJUH 
PRODUCTIONS

Everybody wants get stupid and 
go dumb. Well, that was a fad 
of the past. We might as well 
discredit all those Hammer 
pants and other peer pressure 
styles... like getting busy. 
Why should we give it up? We 
got to make it work. Don’t 
work it out until you think it 
out. Don’t forget to pause. 



6 years ago I used to flow I rapped slow like you know

We have to let go. Let go of the past

We knew it wouldn't stay. We knew it wouldn't last

Go ahead and slow down. No need to be fast

We need to fast to make it last

Make a meal make it to supper

Don't spoil dinner with the dessert bra (like)

If you grab a fry before you get home

You'll have an empty box or a fry all alone

You can be grown try to be patient

You can grow up no need for a face lift

You can be grown no need for a face lift

You can grow up just be patient

Take it easy. Don't Be easy girl

Take it easy. It's your world

Don't give it up

Don't give it out

No need to throw up

No need to put out
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It can wait you can wait 

It could be fate

Make no mistake

It could be destiny make no mistake

It can wait you can wait 

Sometimes peer pressure is like eating

It's all consuming. Ever so defeating

Thought you were treated to be treating

Stop trick or treating just to be eating

That's so deceiving so misleading

So where is this leading to this evening 

I hope that's its leading to you believing 

Please believe me don't end up grieving

Thought your guest was staying looks like their leaving

You need a reservation ask the host no seating 

They don't want the tab they can't pay the bill

They will just gab that it was a free thrill

I mean a free meal. they'll want a refill

When they want a refill return for a free meal

So What's the deal? It's deal or no deal

It could be a home run or it could be a steal

Take it easy. Don't Be easy girl

Take it easy. It's your world

Don't give it up

Don't give it out

No need to throw up

No need to put out

It can wait you can wait 

It could be fate

Make no mistake

It's destiny and fate

Make no more mistakes

This sounds stupid dumb. Don't be silly um...

Everybody wants some. A free meal is fun (but)

You gotta work it. Gotta make it worth it

Make it worth it. You can't just deserve it
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GOING IN (FTW)
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY G MONEY BABY

If we’re going to be going in 
for the kill, we got to go as 
men. And in love. The Apostle 
Paul reminded us through the 
people of Corinth; “Be 
watchful, stand firm in the 
faith, act like men, be 
strong. Let all that you do be 
done in love.” 1 Corinthians 
16:13-14  In other words; Man 
Up!



I'm going in for the kill. Your desire is my will

Even if my blood spill. I will serve your will

Get your fill. Get your keys. Gotta license to ILL

Still we will prevail because he tore the veil

   It's been a revelation it's no longer concealed

The truth is unveiled and love is the LORD's will

So what could a man like me do with this love

Some call it agape. I say it comes from above

   How could I not fight for the right

To have The Kingdom in my sight

Every day and night. We keep it air tight

Running for the crown. Laced up that's right

   It's marathon and I'm running for his glory

Praise the Lord as I'm Running with his story. 

No longer selfish living for my own lifeline

Who else could carry us across the finish line
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Shame? He put our shame on his back

Lies? He put our lies on his back

Sins? Sins are under attack. 

Who's the man? 

Jesus is the man as a matter of fact

He died and came back. Resurrected from that

Not even death could hold him back

He took the cross on his back

How could we not react?!

Yes he died for us. So lets live for him

All our sins were crushed instead of us it was him

Thank you Jesus for stepping in

For stepping over sin. Overcoming for the win

It was once and for all. So, never again. 

Naysayers try to taint what you set to do

Please forgive them. I do. And you do too

Once day we will see it'll be so exciting

You will return like a bright flash of lightning
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TIC TOC BOOM 
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY BEATS PLANET

This is the entrance anthem. 
Think of your favorite WWE 
wrestler’s song as they enter 
the arena. Now instead of the 
Road Warriors, it’s the 
AnchorMEN. Representatives. 
Those whom live unashamed. If 
you can define them with three 
numbers, you can say “1-1-Six”



You see me and my crew

You see me and my crew

When we step up in the room 

When we step up in the room 

Y'all know just what to do

Y'all know just what to do

Everybody say 

Tic Toc Boom

We're not eating to consume

But that's what hungry artists do

Watch us when we move

Standing on a stool

All up in your school

Throwing bows too

Not acting a fool

We play the part so cool
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Using our voice 

as a tool of righteousness 

Kicking it like donkeys & mules

Yeah we bring justice

When you see us coming 

Holler out that hosanna 

Make it rain daily like

Oh manna oh manna

I know you can't stand us

you don't understand us

We don't need you to judge

Just be the jury don't budge

We can be peers for the next the next few years

And when our job is done everyone cheers

Can you cheer like a leader

We'll take you to our leader 

We're following the leader!

So follow the leader!

Can you cheer like a leader

We'll take you to our leader 

We're following the leader!

So follow the leader!

You see me and my crew

You see me and my crew

When we step up in the room 

When we step up in the room 

Y'all know just what to do

Y'all know just what to do

Everybody say 

Tic Toc Boom
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SAVE MY SOUL
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY MATT HOUSTON

Wherever the corpse is, there 
the vultures will gather.
Immediately after the 
tribulation of those days the 
sun will be darkened, and the 
moon will not give its light, 
and the stars will fall from 
heaven, and the powers of the 
heavens will be shaken. Then 
will appear in heaven the sign 
of the Son of Man, and then 
all the tribes of the earth 
will mourn, and they will see 
the Son of Man coming on the 
clouds of heaven with power 
and great glory. 



Save my soul save my soul

Make me whole make me whole

You don't know like I know 

Well you know better than I know so let's go!

I gotta grow gotta grow into the man I'm to be

Who else could be me if I don't make it to fifty

Pass me the tea pass me my coffee

All my friends skipping class as they're coughing

Must be smoking again but they aren't my friends

They wouldn't let friends sin and act like little kids

It's time to grow up and go out get a spouse

Can't stay home at 30 living at moms house

Gotta get my grown man on this is my song

This is our anthem the road has been long

Sorry I was gone on my own now more than before

A grown up now responsibility is not a chore

I need to take initiative go and ask my wife

Got those list to get it right I thank God for my life
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HEARTXBREAK
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY THA SAINT 

Who hasn’t had heartbreak, or 
at least heartache? You have 
to let yourself feel the pain 
so you can let go of the 
heartache. One of the best 
ways to do that is to pray. 
Have a conversation with God 
about how your are feeling. 
He's the best secret-keeper, 
anyhow. You can tell Him 
anything, and He's always 
there to listen. Allow Him to 
guide you through your 
heartache so you can heal. 



Yesterday was a hard day yet it feels so far away 

I got a heart ache all because of my heartbreak 

It's not hard to say that it's increased my heart rate 

It's been punctured kinda of like a shark cake 

The wounds won't reseed and in left with blood in my 
teeth 

I would like to teach but I feel like I'm hard to reach 

No autographs please I'm not proud of my mistake 

No more paparazzi I'll take these memories to my grave 

Even with all the guilt as my blood was spilt 

I have found this warm grace taking bathes every day 

The glory of the sun showers me now I've won 

Wash away my regrets you can bet it is done 

Thank you for the one. Lord knows what's next 

I'm getting better aim. Soon I won't miss my ex 

Say goodbye to my girl and her sad lonely world 

I'm not longer with her so without me she will wither 

(So bitter) 
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So what's left for me to say 

I take a step forward each day 

Take a breath in another way 

That's why for you ill pray 

I'm sorry that I made you cry 

I know a man who'll dry you eye 

It's not me because I lie 

You deserve more than I 

The blood on my hands are now white as snow 

The blood has been washed away don’t you know 

In time we heal in time we grow 

That is why we have to go 

Choose our own paths; take separate roads through 

I have made my peace so please make your's too 

Lets be real and not be a faker 

The day will come when we will meet our maker 

So please be true to you do what you do
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TO THE POINT
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY THA SAINT

Sometimes our girl call world 
can really get to us. Our 
relationship with the world is 
always a hard thing to 
balance. We are called to be 
in the world but not of it. 
Also, we must remember to not 
love the world or anything 
that belongs to it, for if we 
do, we cannot truly love our 
Heavenly Father. 



I remember when I met you you sounded so lovely

You called me your beau placed no one above me

Then it all got ugly. You had to go publi’

Tell the world of my flaws how could you bug me

You kept tugging on my heart and pulling my shirt

Let go of my filthy rags I swear that you hurt

More than my feelings more than my pride

You consumed my soul and tore me inside

My heart needed stitches and you hit those switches

Call yourself my misses yet you act like a mistress

Now I'm in distress and you left me so stressed

I had nothing left. Then I got blessed. 

Blessed to express I had to fail the test

Too blessed to be stressed. No longer a mess

Jesus came into my life I fell to his chest

I had to invest in his life and his death

xxxi



CHARACTERISTICS

• Causes great sorrow, grief, or 
anguish.

• Eagerly desirous of achieving 
or obtaining success, power, 
wealth, a specific goal, etc.

• Wants everyone around them 
to be happy and they will do 
whatever is asked of them.

• They put everyone else before 
themselves

• It’s almost an addiction that 
makes them feel like they need 
to be needed.

• Personal feeling of security 
and self-confidence is based on 
getting the approval of others.

HEARTBREAKKIDS
∏

Galatians 1:10

For am I now seeking the approval of man, or of God? Or am I trying to please 
man? If I were still trying to please man, I would not be a servant of Christ.

1 Thessalonians 2:4 

But just as we have been approved by God to be entrusted with the gospel, so we 
speak, not to please man, but to please God who tests our hearts.

Galatians 2:20

I have been crucified with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives in 
me. And the life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved 
me and gave himself for me.

Isaiah 2:22 

Stop regarding man in whose nostrils is breath, for of what account is he?

Romans 12:1-2

I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies as 
a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship. Do 
not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind, 
that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and 
acceptable and perfect.

We need to please Jesus! Find out more @ http://j.mp/peoplepleasing
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People-Pleasing...
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SPLIT/MENTALITY
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY HEAT UP BEATS

As human beings, we struggle 
with some internal issues. One 
is selfishness. As an only 
child, I was spoiled and 
wanted the world to myself. On 
the other hand, I got lonely 
at times. When I was 9, I 
became a big brother. Now I 
had to share my world with a 
sibling. I finally had a 
friend to share everything, 
but I lost my individuality 
and my freedom. What a battle 
we fight, daily. Sometimes we 
are split; 51/50.



I grew up all alone always wanted a friend Someone to play with until the days end Being lonely as an only child 

Brings a smile that hides in front of denial I made up my friends had imaginary ones Because real friends seemed fake no fun 

As an outcast or a black sheep I played by myself alone not a peep Kept to myself no need to be awkward 

I would have joined others but no one had offered So I hid myself and all I was feeling I then became a social chameleon 

I could blend in when I didn't fit it Or I could sit in with the other children When that doesn't work I'm in my own world 

All I ever wanted was a friend for a girl When I had a sibling a brand new friend All of a sudden I wanted to be spoiled again 

How was that fair it feels like sin I have no wings to fly I'm in a tailspin 
xxxiv



I will crash my plane even with a co-pilot 

We could make noise but I remain silent 

No more attention only directed to me 

I wasn't free to be me to be me I wasn't free 

Can't anyone see that it's all about me 

Well, not anymore now nobody will see 

I guess I'll do bad make mistakes in school 

Raise up my bad grades that would be cool 

I can attention and rewarded again what now 

For bringing up my grades they will be proud 

I could again stand out out in the crowd 

I could be in the crowd and really stand out 

But I'm just out standing trying to be outstanding 

Life is so demanding even my parents demand me 

They demand so much of me that's how they love me 

They demand I see beauty in a world so ugly 

To be optimistic is like being a mystic what is it 

I think I missed it so what do you want from this kid 

I'm not happy either way with or without people 

Does that make my cynical does that make me evil 

This is split 

This is split 

This is split 

Mentality 

In actuality 

I'm a casualty 

In actuality 

I have a split mentality
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FALL FROM GRACE 
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY SINIMA BEATS

Grace if a precious thing to have. It 
is given to us from God. But if we 
part ways from the grace of God, 
our liveliness will be harsh. 

Galatians 5:4 says; “You are severed 
from Christ, you who would be 
justified by the law; you have fallen 
away from grace.” yet Paul also 
writes to the Ephesians; “For by 
grace you have been saved through 
faith. And this is not your own 
doing; it is the gift of God.”



xxxvii

How perfect is perfect how can we determine
If its worth it or worthless you know I'm yearning
I'm learning and learning try to figure it out
But the more I search the more I begin to doubt

I pray The Lord will work it out before my demise
Still I rise and reside as a Phoenix I rise
I was burnt to the ground like that empty home
This burning building left its frame all alone

Still it stands and it has been refined
To to be defined by the new carpenters mind
Reshaped with his hand remolded with time
I remember the time before I hit nine

I was selfish and spoiled not much of a crime 
But I was guilty let me do my time
Like a broken mirror bad luck for seven years
Look at my peers they live like there's no fear
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OUR MOMENT
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY THA SAINT

At times, ownership might come 
into play. Some call it stewardship, 
others might call it responsibility. 

Either way you look at it, we have a 
calling. We have to invest what we 
have been given. Whether it is our 
gifts, or talents, or blessings. We 

need to give back. We can best be 
blessed if we are a blessing to 

others. The time is now. This is our 
moment. Let’s go own it!



They say we can own it just like Oprah

But I'm not a Unitarian so I don't know

How to be hedonistic because that's selfish

Telling Jesus to beat it I'd rather be self-less

I can live like James told us we gotta love

One another each other brotherly love

Christian type love the love of Christ is in us

But it can't end with us so let's handle business

Call it ministry a musical mission

Witnesses guide us with vision

see with more than our eyes and grace

walk with pride or step out in faith

We can build together just like Legos

We can all achieve come on let's go

No more sorrow no more beg and borrow

Today was rainy but there's a brighter tomorrow
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No longer can I live in fear

No longer can I be pressured by peers

No longer will we cry these tears

The tribulation is here prepare for cheers

You will see the lost be found in overtime

Washed by the blood in dazzling white 

Too many to count so many will be blessed

Finally impressed with only heaven to expect

God's glory and his wrath will be poured out

God's judgement will come with no doubt

You can be sheep or you can be a goat

How will you boast when you have no coat

No boat no car no keys no home

All alone. On your own

Watch the throne. It's time to go

Will you have an excuse or a testimony

The judge will persecute all the fake and phoney

Lets live carpe diem because one day we'll see Him

See Him lifted high way up in the sky

He will crack it open Jesus it's your time

Allow your light to shine on this dark world of mine

I did the crime and you did my time

How could I not 180 for a better rhyme

This is my voice I give to you

This is my choice I live for you

Thank you for your patience grace and wisdom

Once we hid from him now we'll ride with him

That's provision that's prosperity

When I thought I was rich you showed me humility

I'm sorry for being ambitious with my own plan

Now it's your plan I understand as a grown man

I feel it in the air tonight and I feel it in my heart

It all belongs to you ever since the very start
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YOU JUST GOT TO
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY ROCK IT 
PRODUCTIONS

I don’t know why everyone thinks 
they have to bully one another. That 
is a tough part of peer pressure. We 
need to unite as one and stand 
against such shameful acts of 
rudeness. We might fall down, we 
might even be pushed down, but no 
one can keep us down. So let’s get 
back up. We got to keep chasing 
rainbows!



Just like the rest of us; You've been pushed down

& the rest of us have been pushed around

You can say that we've been clowned 

Although we've been lost, we are found

   We found a new reason to take a stand

We cannot sit for this, we are not a fan

Truth is our duty, what I tell you is truly

It absurd to punk us; you're just a bully

   The keyboard makes you strong

The computer screen makes you bright

But your harsh words won't last long

Because we won't take part in your fight

   Say no to bullying, hands aren't for hurting

Say no to name calling, words aren't for hurting

Say yes to justice, lets just get back up

When we fall victim, united we will stand up
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I don't know who hurt you to make you like this

I'm sorry if I offended you, take no offense

I pray you will be blessed, I hope you resist

I pray you will be blessed, know why you exist

   Pause for a second and think before you act

You are not an actor, so please take off your mask

Why must you put on a show? It needs to stop

You create a scene, is it just to show off?

   If you want your talent to show

You should be in a talent show

You still have room to grow

I hope soon you will know

   Your time is coming, if you can be patient

The truth can be yours, you've just got to face it

Unite for justice, lets just get back up

When we fall victim, together we will stand up

   

So many times we fall flat on our face

But we always get back up in our place

You can't knock us down but we won't stay down

You can't keep us down watch us rise now

   Reverse that frown and let's join forces

We are playing for the same team lets defend the fortress

We need to afford this we need to pay our dues

The price has been paid so respect we can't refuse

   Words we can't abuse hands we can't misuse

So tell me what to do, you know what we gotta do

Stay true to me and you, let's unite me and you

I mean you and I, that's how you spell u n i t y too

   No need to stay blue yeah haven't you read

We need to come alive we can't stay dead

Gotta read feed and stay fed as we get back up

You know that's what's up overfloweth thy cup
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WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC

PRODUCED BY RATO BEAT 
PRODUCTIONS

It is the duty of an AnchorMAN to 
have integrity. That is probably one 
of the hardest tasks to endure on a 
daily basis. It takes courtesy, 
respect, discipline, courage, self-
control, indomitable spirit, and 
victory. Do you have what it takes?



Lets adhere to moral and ethical principles;  
Build moral character; with honest goals 
Thats the state of being whole, entirely 
to preserve the integrity of the empire, see

an undiminished sound, unimpaired, & perfect condition 
I’m integral by putting my flesh in submission 
Jesus is my master and with his death I died 
My flesh can’t rise, I’m resurrected with Christ

His life will suffice, I can’t sacrifice 
He bared all my burdens and his yoke is light 
You can’t fathom dying for sins, right? 
So take up your cross every day and night

We got to fight for the prize in our sight daily  
Heaven is the price paid so we’re sailing 
More than seven seas as we pay attention 
Go out to share the gospel that’s the mission

Make disciples as we’re fishing call us fishermen 
Anchormen hold it down as we fishing for men 
Still I need the sun to bless me with vitamin d 
Holy spirit guide your men as I invite him in with me

What we’ve been lacking is integrity 
No discrepancy. We need integrity 
Can’t fail our families with integrity 
Soon all will see with eyes of integrity
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FAMILY VALUES
WRITTEN & PERFORMED BY CHRIS 
TREBORN | SOUL ANCHOR MUSIC
PRODUCED BY SINIMA BEATS

With the announcement of Baby 
Treborn on the way, Chris Treborn 
shares his family values. 

Dear friends, God is good. So I beg 
you to offer your bodies to him as a 
living sacrifice, pure and pleasing. 
That’s the most sensible way to 
serve God. 2 Don’t be like the 
people of this world, but let God 
change the way you think. Then 
you will know how to do everything 
that is good and pleasing to him.



I remember the day yeah back in the day

When I was in my prime sometime before 29

I thought I was young not dumb or troublesome

Then I got sprung got the bass in my drum

You can say hi hat or maybe it was Tom

Everything I thought I knew well, I was wrong

I told God my plans & man was that dumb

He looked and laughed and now I know how come

I make my plans but he guides my steps

Breathes air so I can take my breathes

What's next? You guessed it, I owe my God

All my life and all my time before it was all fraud

I was selfish like a man poisoned with a dream

Not that we can't dream but know we can't sleep

Ambition became a sin and now never again

Will I look back at what I did as a kid with a grin
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Your boy is a man now watch me stand out

Had to man up (that's what's up) hear me shout

Though we're sons of Adam; We're children of God

Can't be childish forever. Kids; this is our endeavor

We need to grow up, be built up like statues

Let's all salute (we salute) to our family values

I tried to deny my bride before I took my wife 

I was hardened with desire had to retire my pride

I was lost in this world. I was lost with no girl

My chest was an empty chest till I found my pearl

With hearts on fire I burned with passion and admire

The only one who could flip my thinking switch the wire

Desire my brain and replace everything

A new mind set in a state of mind setting

I would have never been betting no regretting 

No more doubting. You know what I'm saying

All hands on deck watch the sun set

Anchor up set sail sunrise you can bet

See more than the world, sail more than the seas

Team Treborn is the name Team Treborn is a family

Watch us grow now with another on the way

Until that June date, today is the day we celebrate

Your boy is a man now watch me stand out

Had to man up (that's what's up) hear me shout

Though we're sons of Adam; We're children of God

Can't be childish forever. Kids; this is our endeavor

We need to grow up, be built up like statues

Let's all salute (we salute) to our family values
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6 weeks into it who would've guessed

Freshly married, Newlyweds put to the test

Who had to be put next, what could we expect

Baby J stepped in and we took a deep breath

Praying to God if we got the time we can ride

Take him under our arms in our home he'll reside

Even with our without funds we'll have fun

Learning to raise a child is like staring at the sun

The rays burn into our minds call it sunshine

This is the reason why because the love's mine

Gotta swallow pride we got to grow up now

Responsibility is here and it's time to show up now

Pray we can show him how and our baby too

How to be faithful to God depend on The Lord to make due

Soon the day will be the due date we'll teach you

Anchor me in like 6/19 of Hebrews
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First off I must thank GOD for 

giving me the opportunity to 

minister to middle-schoolers and 

pre-teens. It has been a great 

challenge and a great blessing 

digging deep and reminiscing on 

my pre-teen & middle school years. 

I wasn’t a Christian then, and I 

was heavily influenced by peer 

pressure and the approval of others. 

I struggled with a lot of sin 

(unknown to me at the time) and 

had a lot of internal affliction. By 

the LORD’s grace I made it 

through those wonder years.  



Next, I must thank my loving 

family for being supportive and 

allowing me to use my extra free 

time to work on this project. It was 

definitely worth it! Let’s pray this 

blesses those in need of the positive 

word. 

Lastly, I would like to thank my 

fellow AnchorMEN even those who 

aren’t official A-Men, I appreciate 

your love for Jesus and passion for 

the music & ministry. Thank you 

for supporting and being apart of 

this movement. 

Huge shout out and thank you to 

DJ Vincent. I’m grateful you allow 
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I need to give a special thank you to 

Kevlar. Man, you have been a 

blessing to me and especially my 

music. I appreciate your advice, 

and I hope it pays off. So far, this 
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to your tips. Much love and respect 

my brother. 
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to thank you all for the prayers 

and the support. I needed you guys, 
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Lastly, all my fans and listeners; 
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bless you all. I love you. I appreciate 
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 ~Christia! Treborn 2Co.5:17~
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